The Number One Choice — FORMULA!

FORMULA CAPTURE THE ESSENCE OF A FORMULA

The Formula Performance Cruiser series includes the 37 PC, pictured left middle, as well as the 27, 31, 34 and 41 PC. Formula Sun Sports have everything day boaters want most. The 400 Super Sport, pictured left top, is the flagship of the Sun Sport lineup. Call 1-800-736-7685 to receive a free brochure, or visit your nearest Formula dealer to see the new Formula models for 2001.

FORMULA WEB SITE

Thunderbird’s updated web site has all-new features, text and pictures. Visit our site to view Formula owners and dealer photos, as well as the latest Formula news, racing events, factory tours, and more. Take a virtual tour of the Formula factory and showroom. You can also obtain a catalog request or call the Thunderbird, email sales, be among the first to know about new products, or visit the Formula Gear web site, www.formulagear.com or call 1-800-736-7685 to receive your free catalog from Thunderbird.

FORMULA GEAR

Formula Gear and Accessories are all top quality and feature the impressive Thunderbird logo. If you like up-to-date colors and casual styling, visit your nearest dealership to view our premium line of beach, boat, and casual clothing. You can order online at www.formulagear.com or call 1-800-736-7685 to receive your free catalog from Thunderbird.

FORMULA RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MAKE PRODUCT CHANGES AND IMPROVEMENTS THROUGHOUT THE MODEL YEAR.

FORMULA ACTION

The Formula Action is a Thunderbird news publication filled with company updates, new model information and owner boating experiences. The Action is mailed to Formula owners and is also available at your Formula dealership, or call 1-800-736-7685 to receive a free copy.

FORMULA CANVAS

Formula custom-fitted canvas features color-matched, non-fading Sunbrella® fabric with vinyl undercoating and SeaMark® water repellent finish; 316L stainless steel framework and weather-resistant YKK zippers.

FORMULA VIDEO

The 2001 Formula video features Formula Cruiser, FAS3TECH and Sun Sport powerboats in exciting action along with a brief walk-through of the Thunderbird facility. Call 1-800-736-7685 to receive your free video.
FORMULA NEW FIVE-YEAR WARRANTY GUARANTEES LONG TERM SATISFACTION.

• Your boating investment is solidly protected by a five-year warranty covering structure, engine/outdrive, accessories and components including labor and materials.

• Your Formula will retain its high value for years to come.

• The Formula Warranty is transferable during the five-year period.

• For full information, visit our web site at www.formulaboats.com.

CERTIFICATION BY THE NATIONAL MARINE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION IMPROVES YOUR SAFETY ON THE WATER.

• As a charter member of the NMMA, Thunderbird continues to commit to product integrity.

• Official NMMA certification is displayed in each Formula.

• Your safety as a Formula owner is paramount to Thunderbird.

• All Formulas meet or exceed Association safety-based certification.

• Manufacturers may advertise membership, yet not qualify all their boats for certification.

FORMULA DESIGNER JOHN ADAMS CREATES ARTISTRY THAT WORKS.

• For the past thirty years Adams has been designing Formulas with sleek, distinctive styling that blends form and function to perfection.

• Adams keeps Formula on the cutting edge of technical expertise.

• Formula FAS3TECH is renowned for award-winning performance and spectacular graphics.

THE PORTER FAMILY – BOATERS LIKE YOU.

Model year 2001 marks the 45th anniversary of Thunderbird’s tradition of excellence. Victor B. Porter had been building boats for almost 20 years when he and other family members acquired the company in 1976. Over the past twenty-four years, the Porter family has continued producing the highest possible quality product complemented by responsive, customized service.

...
OUT ON THE “BIG BLUE.”

- You can be certain your new FAS3TECH is built specifically to maximize hull strength and rigidity, Formula engineers, this stability is achieved through step location and specific shape and placement of strakes, pads and chines.

- The stability engineered into a FAS3TECH hull makes you feel like a pro behind the wheel.

- The result: the FAS3TECH hull, engineered for each Formula model, is built to fine-tune ergonomics and results.

- Full-scale symmetrical master, or “plug,” is built, requiring months of work by hand.

- A full-scale symmetrical master, or “plug,” is built, requiring months of work by hand.

- Full-scale cabin and cockpit mock-ups are built to fine-tune ergonomics and results.

- Full-scale symmetrical master, or “plug,” is built, requiring months of work by hand.

- Each hull is surrounded with a contoured panel that is such strangers then the usual stringer system.

- In the 271, 312, 353 and 382, this framework is in a one-piece fiberglass gelcoated to the hull using PLEXUS® as the bridge.

- The multiple spans in the grid are designed to distribute load forces (generated by intense offshore conditions) to the entire hull.

- Each hull is surrounded with a contoured panel that is such strangers then the usual stringer system.

- In the 419, the stringer matrix is constructed using PLEXUS® as the bridge.

- This procedure means you can be certain that this joint is fail-safe and a race never go to fail or break apart.

- No conventional deep-V hulls with identical weight and power.

- The resulting chemical meld is inseparable, far stronger than any laminated joint.
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FORMULA • THE FORMULA DIFFERENCE

FORMULA’S CUSTOM GLASS HINDWINDSHIELD IS CLEARLY THE BEST.

• The curved, tinted, tempered windshield is correctly angled to deflect the rush of air from your eyes.

• The custom windshield is designed to provide excellent visibility with no distortion.

• The 419 FAS3TECH® is also enhanced with a polished stainless steel windshield frame for even greater strength and beauty (available on the 322).

316L STAINLESS STEEL BOLTS ARE A TOP-GRADE FINISH FOR ALL FORMULAS.

• All Formula safety rails are welded 316L stainless steel, the highest marine-grade stainless available.

• The rails on other boats aren’t 316L, it’s not good enough.

FORMULA CAPTURES THE ESSENCE OF PERFORMANCE WITH “OPEN TRAP” BATTERY BOXES.

• A corrosion-resistant, non-conductive marine battery box is used in all Formulas.

• The “open trap” design ensures that battery gases cannot build up, and also prevents accumulation of cool house and excess humidity.

• In addition, deep-cycle batteries are standard in the 419, 392, 325 and 312 (available in the 271).

• Deep-cycle batteries can be recharged repeatedly without losing strength and are another way built-in reliability keeps you on the water.

YOU CAN DEPEND ON FORMULA ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TO BE UP AND RUNNING FOR ALL YOUR GOOD TIMES ON THE WATER.

• Instead of pre-insulated connectors common in the industry, each Formula connection is individually secured with a visible crimp connector.

• The specialized design waterproofs the rocker switch and ensures complete security of electrical components.

• E-T-A® circuit breakers protect critical electrical systems from overload damage.

• The “push-push” switch design easily connects or resets the circuit.

• Owners enjoy on-site security of electrical components.

ELECTRIC-ASSIST FOOTRESTS PROVIDE INDIVIDUALIZED ERGONOMICS.

• Your hand can remain on the throttle for one-button action.

• McLeod-designed footrests are standard on 419, 382 and 353 FAS3TECHs.

• A custom-designed noise suppression system effectively eliminates alternator interference with high-performance sound-absorbing materials.

• You can depend on Formula electrical systems to be up and running for all your good times on the water.
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**FAS3Tech™ Cockpits Continue to Look Good**

For years because wood has been eliminated in the business.

- You’ll be pleased that the aft bench seating is so comfortable.
- Human dimension criteria
  - Separate, preshaped foam
  - Formula excels in expertly
  - FAS3Tech™ Cockpit
    - Eliminating wood extends the serviceability of your Formula
    - Seat cores are either rotocast plastic or formed fiberglass,
    - Serves as a virtually indestructible framework.

**The Formula Difference**

- Transportation grade vinyl takes lots of outdoor wear and still looks great.
  - Formula’s top grade cockpit is color-permeated and marries the exterior Vibe™ colors.
  - The center seat area, intended to last forever, is comfortably cool, even in direct sunlight.
  - Due to special heat-binding, Formula vinyl holds its shape and looks new even in 80°F heats.

**THE FORMULA DIFFERENCE**

- Cockpit seating is so comfortable.
  - Isolated from the main cabin of wood throughout the entire cockpit.
  - Proportions and contouring.
  - Is utilized to achieve correct
  - And increases your pleasure in its continued good looks.

**The Predicatable Feature of Any Cockpit Seats Please Everyone Aboard.**

- Cockpit seating is formed with Fas3Tech™ polyurethane foam.
  - Instead of becoming trapped, water drains through the foam, eliminating the discontinuity of soggy seats.

**A CAD/CAM Fabric Cutting System Levels Formula Upholstery to Desired, Sculpted Appearance.**

- The computer-based GERBER™ cutter cuts rapidly with unvarying precision.
  - Complex patterning allows for intricately sewn designs.
  - The computer-based GERBER™ cutter cuts rapidly with unvarying precision.
  - A continuous spray
  - UltraLeather™ has the appearance and rich, supple feel of fine leather.
  - Both corporate and production personnel go over a finished boat during the final QAP inspection.
  - Each color is applied one at a time in a dust-free spray booth.
  - Extra care is taken to prepare the area for the Imron graphic you choose before it is carefully
  - Formula offers more exciting graphic choices
  - In other untested boats, system failures are discovered by the owner – not so in your Formula.

**CHECK OUT EACH NEWLY COMPLETED FAS3Tech™ IN A TEST TANK, SO IT ARRIVES TURN-KEY READY FOR YOUR ENJOYMENT.**

- Following an extensive checklist, all systems, control and accessory components are tested.
  - Technicians ensure that engines are operating at peak efficiency.
  - A variety of tests mounted in your new Formula FAS3Tech™ – it’s ready to perform for you.

**Formula FAS3Tech™ Owners Enjoy Superior Ventilation and Daylight in the Cabin.**

- Formula installs Bomar® CRX hatches constructed of Lexan® with powdcoated Almag-35 cast aluminum alloy frames.
  - It’s practical, too – spills wipe up easily.
  - It is surprisingly tough and durable.
  - UltraLeather HP has the appearance and rich, supple feel of fine leather.

**FOR YOUR ENJOYMENT.**

- Formula offers more exciting graphic choices
  - In more color combinations than any other boat line.
  - Each color is applied one at a time in a dust-free spray booth.
  - Extra care is taken to prepare the area for the Imron graphic you choose before it is carefully
  - Formula offers more exciting graphic choices
  - In more color combinations than any other boat line.

**YOUR NEW FAS3Tech™ has been water-tested on the top side, too.**

- A continuous spray of water on the hawsehole confirms a watertight seal around
d eck hatches, hardware and at the windshield.

**THE SIZZLING GRAPHICS ON A FORMULA FAS3Tech™ IS UNRIValed, EXTREMELY DURABLE ALL-WEATHER ENAMEL THAT NEVER CHANGES OR FADES.**

- Painters mark areas to be painted. These are masked.
  - Each color is applied one at a time in a dust-free spray booth.
  - With standard care FAS3Tech graphics retain their original, like-new appearance year after year.

**THE QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM HELPS DELIVER A PERFECT FORMULA TO YOU.**

- Both corporate and production personnel go over a fresh new boat during the final QAP inspection.
  - Fit and finish are examined from a consumer’s critical viewpoint.
  - This reminds Formula Team members in all areas that the goal is top quality in every detail.

**Formula offers more exciting graphic choices**

- In more color combinations than any other boat line.
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FORMULA • 419 FASTECH

FORMULA • FASTECH TM STANDARD EQUIPMENT

**EXTERIOR**
- NMMA Yacht Certification
- Transferable 5-year Formula warranty
- Perma® Panel matrix
- Foam-filled hull cavities
- Silver Series Imron® design #1 or #2 in Daytona Beach, Lucaya or Key Largo three-color graphics
- Chemically bonded, thru-bolted deck-to-hull joint
- Heavy-duty PVC gunwale w/stainless steel insert
- Tinted, tempered curved-glass windshield w/polished stainless steel frame
- Stainless steel hardware & 316L stainless welded rails
- Integrated swim platform
- 316L stainless steel swim ladder
- 4 Bomar® cabin venting hatches w/screens

**COCKPIT**
- One-piece fiberglass deck & cockpit liner
- McLeod® electric-assist offshore-style bolsters
- McLeod electric-assist footrests
- Weather-resistant cockpit seating featuring Dri-Fast® foam & Kelron® synthetic marine panel construction
- Aft lounge seating for four
- Under aft lounge storage
- Integral 316L stainless safety rails
- Dino™ steering wheel w/tilt helm
- Latham® power-assist external steering
- Gaffrig™ Redline backlit instrumentation, domed w/polished aluminum bezels
- Ritchie® 5" offshore compass
- Kiekhaefer® Zero Effort™ shifters/throttles
- Formula trim-in-the-handle
- Fingertip K-Plane™ & trim override switches
- Safety ignition stop switches w/tethers
- Auxiliary 12V outlets
- Digital depth sounder
- Kiekhaefer trim & tab indicators
- Illuminated waterproof accessory rocker switches w/E-T-A® circuit breakers
- Battery parallel switch
- Concealed air horn
- Dash-mounted full-feature stereo remote control
- Four 260W 6"x9" 3-way marine-grade speakers
- Side coaming storage
- Built-in trash receptacle
- Cockpit courtesy lighting
- Fire extinguisher
- Disconnect switches for auxiliary & starting batteries
- 120V shorepower w/galvanic isolator & 30-amp cord
- Hot/cold transom shower

**CABIN**
- Sliding/locking cabin door
- UltraLeather HP™ wrap-around lounge seating/double berth w/filler cushions
- Upholstered bow double berth w/custom-embroidered FASTECH duvet
- UltraLeather HP headliner
- Removable cocktail table
- Hanging locker
- Private head w/sink, exhaust fan, VacuFlush® unit & holding tank
- Entertainment center w/round stainless sink, demand water system & 120V/12V refrigerator
- Concealed in-counter trash receptacle
- 120V AC & 12V DC electrical panels
- Carbon monoxide fume detector
- Kenwood® remote control AM/FM CD/cassette/CD changer controller stereo w/10-disc CD player, cabin & dash-mounted remote controls & 900 W amplification
- Four 280W 7"x10" 3-way marine-grade speakers
- Remote control 13" TV/VCR
- Phone & cable TV shore receptacle hookup
- Decor pillows

**ENGINE ROOM**
- Triple engine installation
- Motorized hatch lift
- Engine room courtesy lighting
- Engine room fume detector
- Automatic fire extinguisher
- Thru-bolted race-style engine mounts
- Remote oil filters
- Active & passive galvanic corrosion protection systems
- Alternator noise filters
- Low-noise rotary bilge blowers
- Automatic bilge pump
- Bilge high water alarm
- Starting battery & 2 deep-cycle batteries w/retainers
- 60-amp battery charger
- Kiekhaefer Aeromarine K-Planes™
- Forward mounted trim & tab pumps
- External stainless steel tie bars
- Stainless steel 4-blade props
- 120V water heater w/heat exchanger

**FASTECH AVAILABLE EQUIPMENT**
- Gold Series Imron design #1, #2 or #3 in Daytona Beach, Lucaya or Key Largo four-color graphics
- Platinum Series Imron graphics design “Firestorm,” “Signature” or “Torch” w/color-coordinated instrument bezels
- Bow docking lights
- VHF radio w/antenna
- GPS navigational system
- 5KW Kohler® gas generator w/battery
- Engine freshwater flush system
- Drive extension boxes
- 7000 BTU reverse cycle air conditioner
- Head compartment shower
- VacuFlush® unit w/Y-valve for macerator discharge or pump-out
- Cockpit carpet
- Sunbrella® Bimini top w/vinyl undercoating & SeaMark® water-repellent finish
- Front, side & aft curtains
- Sunbrella cockpit cover w/vinyl undercoating & SeaMark water-repellent finish
- Sunbrella storage cover

**419 FASTECH SPECIFICATIONS**
- Centerline Length 41’9” 12.73 m
- Maximum Beam 8’3” 2.51 m
- Approximate Weight 13,100 lbs 5,942 kg
- Cabin Headroom 5’5” 1.65 m
- Fuel Capacity 225 gal 852 L
- Water Capacity 25 gal 95 L
- Holding Tank Capacity 6 gal 23 L
- Bridge Clearance (dry) 5’7” 1.71 m
- Draft 38” .97 m
- Deadrise 24˚ 24˚
382 FASTech Specifications

- **Catamaran Length:** 38'7"
- **Depth:** 24°
- **Draft:** 33"
- **Bridge Clearance:** 5'6"
- **Holding Tank Capacity:** 2.6 gal
- **Water Capacity:** 19 gal
- **Fuel Capacity:** 195 gal
- **Cabin Headroom:** 5'1"
- **Approximate Weight:** 10,450 lbs
- **Maximum Beam:** 8'3"
- **Centerline Length:** 38'2"

**Formula 382 FASTech**

- **1997 Offshore Boat of the Year**

**Tech Specifications**

- 316L stainless steel swim ladder
- 4 Bomar® cabin venting hatches w/screens
- Footrests
- Weather-resistant cockpit seating featuring Dri-Fast® foam & Kelron® synthetic marine panel construction
- Curved-glass windshield
- Stainless steel hardware & 316L stainless welded rails
- Integrated swim platform
- Concealed waterproof accessory rocker switches w/E-T-A® circuit breakers
- Concealed air horn
- Dash-mounted full-feature stereo w/galvanic isolator & 30-amp cord
- Transom shower

**Cabin**

- Cockpit courtesy lighting
- Fire extinguisher
- Disconnect switches for auxiliary & starting batteries
- 120V shorepower
- Auxiliary 12V outlets
- Digital depth sounder
- Battery parallel switch
- Kiekhaefer trim & tab indicators
- Illuminated Formula trim-in-the-handle
- Fingertip K-Plane™ & trim override switches
- Safety ignition stop switches w/tethers
- Aft lounge seating for four
- Under aft lounge storage
- Integral 316L stainless safety rails
- Dino™ steering wheel w/tilt

**Engine Room**

- Carbon monoxide fume detector
- Kenwood® remote control AM/FM CD/cassette/CD changer stereo
- Remote control 13" TV/VCR & concealed antenna, phone, dockside access cords for cable TV & phone
- VHF radio w/antenna
- GPS navigational system
- 5KW Kohler® gas generator w/battery
- Engine freshwater flush system
- Drive extension boxes
- Captain's Call™ exhaust system
- Twin engine installation
- Motorized hatch lift
- Engine room courtesy lighting
- Engine room fume detector
- Full-length overhead storage
- Screened protection systems
- Alternator noise filters
- Low-noise rotary bilge blowers
- Automatic bilge pump
- Bilge high water alarm
- Starting battery & deep-cycle battery w/retainers
- 60-amp battery charger
- Kiekhaefer Aeromarine Thunder® exhaust (except w/setback boxes)
- Transom water system: 120V/12V refrigeration: Concealed in-counter trash receptacle: 120V AC & 12V DC electrical panel
- Cockpit carpet: Sunbrella® Bimini top w/vinyl undercoating & SeaMark® water-repellent finish
- Front, side & aft curtains
- Decor pillows
- Twin engine installation
- Motorized hatch lift
- Engine room courtesy lighting
- Engine room fume detector
- Full-length overhead storage
- Screened protection systems
- Alternator noise filters
- Low-noise rotary bilge blowers
- Automatic bilge pump
- Bilge high water alarm
- Starting battery & deep-cycle battery w/retainers
- 60-amp battery charger
- Kiekhaefer Aeromarine Thunder® exhaust (except w/setback boxes)
- Transom water system: 120V/12V refrigeration: Concealed in-counter trash receptacle: 120V AC & 12V DC electrical panel
• NMMA Yacht Certification • Transferable 5-year Formula warranty • Foam-filled one-piece fiberglass structural grid • Silver Series Imron ® design #1 or #2 in Daytona Beach, Lucaya or Key Largo three-color graphics • Chemically bonded, thru-bolted deck-to-hull joint • Heavy-duty PVC gunwale w/stainless steel insert • Tinted, tempered curved-glass windshield • Stainless steel hardware & 316L stainless welded rails • Concealed fiberglass anchor locker • Integrated swim platform • Concealed 316L stainless steel swim ladder • 4 Bomar® cabin venting hatches w/screens

**Cockpit**
- One-piece fiberglass deck & cockpit liner
- McLeod® electric-assist offshore-style bolsters
- McLeod electric-assist footrests
- Weather-resistant cockpit seating featuring Dri-Fast ® foam & Kelron ® synthetic marine panel
- Aft lounge seating for four
- Under aft lounge storage
- Integral 316L stainless safety rails
- Dino™ steering wheel w/tilt helm
- Latham® power-assist external steering
- Gaffrig™ Redline backlit instrumentation, domed w/polished aluminum bezels
- Ritchie® 5” offshore compass
- Kiekhaefer® Zero Effort™ (Mercury) or Gaffrig™ (Volvo) shifters/throttles
- Formula trim-in-the-handle
- Fingertip K-Plane ™ & trim override switches
- Safety ignition stop switches w/tethers
- Auxiliary 12V outlets
- Digital depth sounder
- Illuminated waterproof accessory rocker switches w/E-T-A® circuit breakers
- Concealed air horn
- Stereo volume control
- Two 260W 6”x9” 3-way marine-grade speakers
- Side coaming storage
- Built-in trash receptacle
- Cockpit courtesy lighting
- Fire extinguisher
- Battery selector switch
- 120V shorepower w/galvanic isolator & 30-amp cord

**Cabin**
- Sliding/locking cabin door
- UltraLeather HP ™ wrap-around lounge seating/double berth w/filler cushions
- Upholstered bow double berth w/custom-emroidered FAS3Tech duvet
- Removable cocktail table
- Private head w/portable unit & exhaust fan
- Entertainment center w/round stainless sink & demand water system
- 120V/12V refrigerator
- 120V AC & 12V DC electrical panel
- Carbon monoxide fume detector
- Kenwood® AM/FM CD stereo w/high power output
- Two 160W 4”x10” 2-way marine-grade speakers
- Decor pillows

**Engine Room**
- Twin engine installation
- Motorized hatch lift
- Engine room courtesy lighting
- Engine room fume detector
- Automatic fire extinguisher
- Thru-bolted race-style engine mounts
- Remote oil filters
- Active & passive galvanic corrosion protection systems
- Alternator noise filters
- 50-amp battery charger
- Low-noise rotary bilge blowers
- Automatic bilge pump
- Bilge high water alarm
- 2 deep-cycle batteries w/retainers
- Kiekhaefer Aeromarine K-Planes ™
- Forward mounted trim & tab pumps
- External stainless steel tie bar
- Stainless steel 4-blade props
- Silent Thunder® exhaust (except w/setback boxes)

**Available Equipment**
- Gold Series Imron design #1, #2 or #3 in Daytona Beach, Lucaya or Key Largo four-color graphics
- Platinum Series Imron graphics design "Firestorm," "Signature" or "Torch" w/color-coordinated instrument bezels
- Bow docking lights
- Kenwood AM/FM Excelon CD/CD changer controller stereo w/stealth retraction faceplate, dash-mounted full-feature remote & 140W amplification
- Kenwood AM/FM CD/CD changer controller stereo w/dash-mounted full-feature remote, 140W amplification & 10-disc CD changer
- VHF radio w/antenna
- GPS navigational system
- Engine freshwater flush system
- Stellings® drive extension boxes
- Captain’s Call™ exhaust diverter
- Head unit w/dockside pump-out
- Head unit w/Y-valve for macerator discharge or pump-out
- VacuFlush® unit w/six-gallon holding tank & pump-out
- VacuFlush unit w/six-gallon holding tank & Y-valve for macerator discharge or pump-out
- Transom shower
- Cockpit carpet
- Sunbrella® Bimini top w/vinyl undercoating & SeaMark ® water-repellent finish
- Front, side & aft curtains
- Sunbrella cockpit cover w/vinyl undercoating & SeaMark water-repellent finish
- Sunbrella storage cover

**Specifications**
- Centerline Length: 35’3” (10.74 m)
- Maximum Beam: 8’3” (2.51 m)
- Approximate Weight: 8,575 lbs (3,890 kg)
- Cabin Headroom: 4’8” (1.42 m)
- Fuel Capacity: 154 gal (583 L)
- Water Capacity: 19 gal (72 L)
- Holding Tank Capacity: 2.6 gal (9.8 L)
- Bridge Clearance: 5’4” (1.63 m)
- Draft: 36” (0.91 m)
- Deadrise: 24˚ (24˚)
FORMULA • 271 FAS3TECH

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

EXTERIOR
- NMMA Yacht Certification • Transferable 5-year Formula Warranty • Foam-filled one-piece fiberglass structural grid • "Silver Series" design • Daytona Beach, Lucaya or Key Largo three-color graphics

- One-piece molded fiberglass grid • "Silver Series" design • Daytona Beach, Lucaya or Key Largo three-color graphics

- Stainless steel fasteners • Integrated safety rails • 316L stainless steel swim ladder • 2 Bomar® cabin venting hatches w/screens

- McLeod® electric-assist offshore-style bolsters • Weather-resistant cockpit seating featuring Dri-Fast® foam & Kelron® synthetic marine panel construction • Aft lounge seating for four

- Reversible air conditioning system • Inverter • Digital depth sounder • GPS navigational system • Demand water system w/transom shower • VHF radio w/antenna • Digital depth sounder • GPS navigational system • Deep-cycle battery w/retainer & switch • Closed-water cooling system • Engine freshwater flush system • Captain’s Call™ exhaust diverter • Latham® power-assist external steering • Head unit w/dockside pump-out • Head unit w/Y-valve for macerator discharge or pump-out • Cockpit carpet • Sunbrella® Bimini top w/vinyl undercoating & SeaMark® water-repellent finish • Front, side & aft curtains • Sunbrella® cockpit cover w/vinyl undercoating & SeaMark® water-repellent finish • Sunbrella® storage cover • Certification

- Integral 316L stainless safety rails • Dino™ steering wheel w/tilt helm • Gaffrig™ Redline backlit instrumentation, domed w/polished aluminum bezels • Ritchie® compass • Kiekhaefer® Zero Effort™ (Mercury) or Gaffrig (Volvo) shifter/throttle • Formula trim-in-the-handle • Fingertip trim override switch • Safety ignition stop switch w/tether • Auxiliary 12V outlet • Illuminated waterproof accessory rocker switches w/E-T-A® circuit breakers • Concealed air horn • Stereo volume control • Two 260W 6"x9" 3-way marine-grade speakers • Side coaming storage • Built-in trash receptacle • Cockpit courtesy lighting • Fire extinguisher

- 316L stainless steel & 3" thru-deck scupper • Dual engine installation • Motorized hatch lift • Engine room courtesy lighting • Engine room fume detector • Automatic fire extinguisher • Thru-bolted race-style engine mounts • Remote oil filter • Active & passive galvanic corrosion protection systems • Alternator noise filter • Low-noise rotary bilge blowers • Automatic bilge pump • Bilge high water alarm • Battery & battery retainer • Stainless steel Hudson pour • Short Shifter™ervisor

- 271 FAS3TECH AVAILABLE EQUIPMENT

- Ritchie 5" offshore compass • Bennett® hydraulic trim tabs • Bow docking lights • Kenwood AM/FM Excelon CD/CD changer controller stereo w/dash-mounted full-feature remote & 140W amplification & 10-disc CD changer • VHF radio w/antenna • GPS navigational system • Deep-cycle battery w/retainer & switch • Closed-water cooling system • Engine freshwater flush system • Captain’s Call™ exhaust diverter • Latham® power-assist external steering • Head unit w/dockside pump-out • Head unit w/Y-valve for macerator discharge or pump-out • Carpeting

- 271 FAS3TECH SPECIFICATIONS

- Centerline Length 27’1” 8.26 m
- Maximum Beam 8’3” 2.51 m
- Approximate Weight 5,250 lbs 2,381 kg
- Cabin Headroom 4’5” 1.35 m
- Fuel Capacity 105 gal 397 L
- Water Capacity 19 gal 72 L
- Holding Tank Capacity 2.6 gal 9.8 L
- Bridge Clearance (dry) 4’11” 1.49 m
- Draft 34” .86 m
- Deadrise 24˚ 24˚
2001 Designer Colors and Graphics!

In this power-seeking world of high-performance boating, Formula 2001 FAS3TECH continues to dominate as the front runner. Formula FAS3TECH is the ultimate personal statement on the water today!

Formula FAS3TECH performance boats can be ordered in a variety of different colors and graphic selections. There are five entirely new graphics and a new color combination for 2001.

Three Imron® design levels (Silver, Gold, Platinum) are offered to provide a choice of 21 different performance graphics.

Silver Imron Designs #1 and #2
Silver Imron designs #1 and #2, which are standard on all Formula FAS3TECH models, include three triple-color selections: Lucaya, Daytona Beach and Key Largo. Each Imron design incorporates coordinating colors on cockpit bolsters, rear seating and sun pads.

Gold Imron Designs #1, #2 and #3
Gold Imron designs #1, #2 and #3 include three four-color selections: Lucaya, Daytona Beach and Key Largo. Each Imron design incorporates coordinating colors on cockpit bolsters, rear seating and sun pads.

Platinum Imron Designs
The 353 FAS3TECH, 382 FAS3TECH and 419 FAS3TECH are available in the exclusively-designed Signature, Torch and Firestorm graphics. Each Platinum design offering includes a minimum of five custom Imron colors with special fading and a clearcoat finish. The bolsters and rear seating in the Platinum designs are all-white custom vinyl. Sun pads incorporate color-coordinated vinyls in a powerful graphic presentation.

Platinum Design “Torch”

Platinum Design “Signature”

Platinum Design “Firestorm”

Gold Imron Design #1 “Lucaya”

Gold Imron Design #1 “Daytona Beach”

Gold Imron Design #1 “Key Largo”

Gold Imron Design #2 “Lucaya”

Gold Imron Design #2 “Daytona Beach”

Gold Imron Design #2 “Key Largo”

Gold Imron Design #3 “Lucaya”

Gold Imron Design #3 “Daytona Beach”

Gold Imron Design #3 “Key Largo”
The Choice of Factory Class Racing

FORMULA TEAM 2001

Find out why the HOTTEST, FASTEST and most AWESOME powerboat racing on the water today is Formula!

Formula enters this racing season with an unprecedented 10 Formula Racing teams involving 12 Formula boats in the APBA Factory Class I and II Divisions.

In the 1997 inaugural season of the APBA Factory II Class, and in just its second year, a Formula 333 out-blocked second overall in the APBA Championships. Formula Racing, in the 1998 racing season, two Formula teams competed in several races, turning in numerous top-five podium finishes including several firsts. 1999 campaign highlights include a Factory I Central Division title, a Factory II Great Lakes Silver Cup Championship, a Factory II Great Lakes Silver Cup Championship, a U.S. Offshore National Championship and also firstowering. Finally, at the APBA World Championship, one Formula earned third place out of a field of 23 while another Formula performer won the final Championship race.

Now, Formula is racing ahead into the new millennium. Factory-class is providing the increasing media coverage it is experiencing, a large dedicated fan base and an exciting future!